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Supplementary Tables 

 

Table S1. Primer Sequences for qRT-PCR 

Gene Forward Reverse 

RPL30 5’GGGGTACAAGCAGACTCTGAAG 5’ATGGACACCAGTTTTAGCCAAC 

EWS/FLI 5’CAGTCACTGCACCTCCATCC 5’TTCATGTTATTGCCCCAAGC 

NKX2-2 5’ CTACGACAGCAGCGACAACC 5’ GCCTTGGAGAAAAGCACTCG 

NR0B1 5’ GGGGACCGTGCTCTTTAACC 5’ CTGACTGTGCCGATGATGG 

TGFBR2 5’ CATCTGTGAGAAGCCACAGG 5’ TGCACTCATCAGAGCTACAGG 

LOX 5’ CTGCTCAGATTTCCCCAAAG  5’ TGGCATCAAGCAGGTCATAG 

IGFBP3 5’CATCAAGAAAGGGCATGCTAA 5’CTACGGCAGGGACCATATTCT 

 

 

  



Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure S1: Validation of knockdown and construct expression in A673 and HEK293-EBNA cells 

A) qRT-PCR data showing the fold change of EWS/FLI following knockdown of EWS/FLI and rescue with 

EWS/FLI constructs. Data shown depicts 3 technical replicates and is a representative sample of data 

acquired from 3 biological replicates. Mean and standard deviation are shown. P-values were determined 

using a Tukey’s honest significance test for multiple comparisons. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ns = not 

significant. B) Western blot showing depletion of endogenous EWS/FLI and rescue with tagged 

constructs in A673 cells used for downstream assays. Nuclear lysates were used. Tyrosine to alanine 

mutations change the physical properties of the EWS domain, resulting in decreased mobility for DAF as 

compared to WT-EF C) Western blot of whole cell lysate from HEK293 cells for FLAG tag following 

transfection of either empty vector, WT-EF, or DAF. Tyrosine to alanine mutations change the physical 

properties of the EWS domain, resulting in decreased mobility for DAF as compared to WT-EF. 



 



Figure S2. Evaluation of EWS/FLI transcriptional profile as determined both by KD and rescue 

A) Venn diagrams comparing the overlapping genes differentially expressed by EWS/FLI in either 

previously published data (1) or as determined by the analyses described here. Genes included in these 

analyses met a cutoff of |fold change| > 2 and adjusted p < 0.05 (Benjamini-Hochberg). P-values were 

determined using a Chi-square test. B) Scatterplot depicting differential gene expression 

(log2(foldChange)) in the current dataset on the y-axis against differential expression in previously 

published data (1). Genes depicted in red are genes which have a Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value 

< 0.05 in both datasets (i.e. commonly regulated genes). The Pearson correlation coefficient and p-value, 

as well as a slope derived from the linear model fit to the data are reported in the inset. C) Volcano plots 

of EWS/FLI-differentially expressed genes as compared to iEF cells. The –log(p-value) is plotted against 

the –log2(FoldChange) for each gene. Genes meeting a cutoff of |log2(FoldChange)| > 1 are shown in 

yellow. Genes meeting a cutoff of adjusted p < 0.05 are shown in red. Genes meeting both cutoffs are 

shown in green. D) MA plots showing the differential expression detected in all tested conditions. The 

log2(FoldChange) of a gene is plotted on the y-axis against the normalized number of total counts 

detected for that gene on the x-axis. Data points are red is they have a Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p < 

0.05. 

 

 

 

  



 

Figure S3. Functional Enrichment of WT-only activated and DAF-activated genes 

A-C) Top five categories from ToppGene functional enrichment analysis from the (A) Gene Ontology: 

Biological Process, (B) Domain, or (C) Pathway category for genes activated either only by WT-EF or by 

WT-EF and DAF. Genes were included in analysis if they met a cutoff of 2 fold-change and Benjamini-

Hochberg adjusted p-value < 0.05. 

 

  



 

Figure S4. Additional enriched motifs detected by HOMER for DAF-activated and WT-only 

activated genes at the transcriptomic level 

A,B) Additional enriched motifs for genes activated either by (A) WT-EF and DAF or (B) only by WT-EF 

using HOMER de novo motif enrichment analysis of target gene promoters. The letters are color coded 

by base: green for adenine, red for thymine, blue for cytosine, and yellow for guanine. The size of the 

letter reflects the prevalence of that base in that particular position in the detected DNA motif. The larger 

the letter, the more conserved that particular base is in that position across instances of the motif, Genes 

were included in analysis if they met a cutoff of 2 fold-change and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value < 

0.05. 

 



 

Figure S5. GGAA microsatellites rescued by DAF are similar to those rescued by WT-EF 

The distribution of maximum consecutive GGAA motifs, total number of GGAA motifs, and total FLI 

enrichment are statistically indistinguishable for those microsatellites which are rescued by DAF and 

those which are not. P-values were determined using Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s test. (WT-EF: n = 141, DAF: 

n = 79) 

 

  



 

Figure S6. Construct-specific rescue at GGAA microsatellite-repressed targets 

Scatterplots depicting construct-specific rescue of activated microsatellites. Data is plotted as 

log2(FoldChange) of each rescue construct on the y-axis against the log2(FoldChange) of regulation by 

endogenous EWS/FLI on the x-axis. Dotted lines depict x = 0 and y = 0. Data points in blue represent 

genes whose change in expression was significant in both KD and rescue conditions. Data points in gray 

indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the KD condition. Data points in yellow 

indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the rescue condition. Data points in 

black indicate genes with no detectable change in expression in these experiments. Significance was 

defined as Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p < 0.05 with no fold-change cutoff. Lines of best fit were 

derived from the linear model only for genes with significant changes in both KD and rescue conditions to 



represent the “volume” of rescued activity. Pearson correlation coefficients and their p-values are 

depicted with the slope from the linear model in the boxed inset. The pie chart inset for each panel show 

the proportion of genes belonging to each functional group for that construct. 

 

 

Figure S7. Construct-specific rescue at high affinity ETS-regulated targets 

A) Schematic depicting workflow used to analyze gene rescue at direct high affinity ETS targets. B) 

Scatterplots depicting construct-specific rescue of genes containing a FLI-bound high affinity ETS site 

within 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of TSS. Data is plotted as log2(FoldChange) of each rescue 

construct on the y-axis against the log2(FoldChange) of regulation by endogenous EWS/FLI on the x-

axis. Dotted lines depict x = 0 and y = 0. Data points in red represent genes whose change in expression 

was significant in both KD and rescue conditions for activated targets. Blue is used for repressed targets. 

Data points in gray indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the KD condition. 

Data points in yellow indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the rescue 

condition. Data points in black indicate genes with no detectable change in expression in these 

experiments. Significance was defined as Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p < 0.05 with no fold-change 



cutoff. Lines of best fit were derived from the linear model only for genes with significant changes in both 

KD and rescue conditions to represent the “volume” of rescued activity. Pearson correlation coefficients 

and their p-values are depicted with the slope from the linear model in the boxed inset. The pie chart inset 

for each panel show the proportion of genes belonging to each functional group for that construct. 

 

  



Figure S8. Construct-specific rescue at targets regulated from other proximal FLI-bound motifs 

A) Schematic depicting workflow used to analyze gene rescue at other proximal FLI-bound targets. B) 

Scatterplots depicting construct-specific rescue of genes containing a binding site not classified as a 

microsatellite or high affinity site within 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of TSS. Data is plotted as 

log2(FoldChange) of each rescue construct on the y-axis against the log2(FoldChange) of regulation by 

endogenous EWS/FLI on the x-axis. Dotted lines depict x = 0 and y = 0. Data points in red represent 

genes whose change in expression was significant in both KD and rescue conditions for activated targets. 

Blue is used for repressed targets. Data points in gray indicate genes whose change in expression was 

significant in only the KD condition. Data points in yellow indicate genes whose change in expression was 

significant in only the rescue condition. Data points in black indicate genes with no detectable change in 

expression in these experiments. Significance was defined as Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p < 0.05 with 

no fold-change cutoff. Lines of best fit were derived from the linear model only for genes with significant 

changes in both KD and rescue conditions to represent the “volume” of rescued activity. Pearson 

correlation coefficients and their p-values are depicted with the slope from the linear model in the boxed 

inset. The pie chart inset for each panel show the proportion of genes belonging to each functional group 

for that construct. 

 

  



 

Figure S9. Venn analysis of rescued transcriptional regulation by construct and target 

classification 

A-C) Venn diagrams comparing the overlapping genes differentially expressed by WT-EF vs. endogenous 

EWS/FLI, WT-EF vs Δ22, and WT-EF vs DAF at (A) microsatellite regulated genes, (B) high affinity site 



regulated genes, and (C) other direct targets. Genes included in these analyses met a cutoff of |fold 

change| > 2 and adjusted p < 0.05 (Benjamini-Hochberg). P-values were determined using a Chi-square 

test. 

 

  



 

Figure S10. Functional enrichment of WT-only activated vs DAF-activated direct target genes 

A-D) Top five categories from ToppGene functional enrichment analysis from the (A) Gene Ontology: 

Molecular Function, (B) Gene Ontology: Biological Process, (C) Domain, or (D) Pathway category for 



genes directly activated either only by WT-EF or by WT-EF and DAF. Genes were included in analysis if 

they met a cutoff of 2 fold-change and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value < 0.05. 

 

 

 

Figure S11. Enriched motifs detected by HOMER for direct DAF- and WT-activated or direct WT-

only activated genes  

A,B) Top 5 enriched motifs for genes directly activated either by (A) WT-EF and DAF or (B) only by WT-

EF using HOMER de novo motif enrichment analysis of target gene promoters. The letters are color 

coded by base: green for adenine, red for thymine, blue for cytosine, and yellow for guanine. The size of 

the letter reflects the prevalence of that base in that particular position in the detected DNA motif. The 

larger the letter, the more conserved that particular base is in that position across instances of the motif, 

Genes were included in analysis if they met a cutoff of 2 fold-change and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-

value < 0.05. 

 

  



 

Figure S12. Validation of knockdown and construct expression in A673 and HEK293-EBNA cells 

A) qRT-PCR data showing the fold change of EWS/FLI following knockdown of EWS/FLI and rescue with 

EWS/FLI constructs. Data shown depicts 3 technical replicates and is a representative sample of data 

acquired from 3 biological replicates. Mean and standard deviation are shown. P-values were determined 

using a Tukey’s honest significance test for multiple comparisons. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ns = not 

significant. B) Western blot showing depletion of endogenous EWS/FLI and rescue with tagged 

constructs in A673 cells used for downstream assays. Nuclear lysates were used. DAF Tyrosine to 

alanine mutations change the physical properties of the EWS domain, resulting in decreased mobility for 

DAF as compared to WT-EF and DAF-mut9 as compared to mut9. C) Colony formation assays of cells 

used for transcriptional profiling. Representative agars are shown at the left. D) Principle component 

analysis (PCA) plot of the transcriptional profiles of different test conditions. Principle component 2 on the 



y-axis is plotted against principle component 1 on the x-axis. Different cell conditions are depicted by 

color and different replicates are represented with different shapes. 

 

Figure S13. Venn analysis of total transcriptional rescue by different constructs 

A-G) Venn diagrams comparing the overlapping genes differentially expressed by (A) WT-EF vs Δ22, (B) 

WT-EF vs DAF, (C) WT-EF vs. mut9, (D) WT-EF vs DAF-mut9, (E) mut9 vs. DAF, (F) mut9 vs. DAF-

mut9, and (G) DAF vs. DAF-mut9. Genes included in these analyses met a cutoff of |fold change| > 2 and 

adjusted p < 0.05 (Benjamini-Hochberg). P-values were determined using a Chi-square test. 



 

Figure S14. Functional enrichment of WT/mut9-activated vs DAF-activated target genes 

A-B) Top five categories from ToppGene functional enrichment analysis from the (A) Gene Ontology: 

Molecular Function and (B) Gene Ontology: Biological Process category for genes either activated only 

by transforming constructs WT-EF and mut9 or by WT-EF, mut9, and DAF. Genes were included in 

analysis if they met a cutoff of 1.5 fold-change and Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value < 0.10. 

 

  



 

Figure S15. Enriched motifs detected by HOMER for direct DAF- and WT-activated or direct WT-

only activated genes  

A,B) Top 10 enriched motifs for genes directly activated either by (A) WT-EF, mut9, and DAF or (B) only 

by WT-EF and mut9 using HOMER de novo motif enrichment analysis of target gene promoters. The 

letters are color coded by base: green for adenine, red for thymine, blue for cytosine, and yellow for 

guanine. The size of the letter reflects the prevalence of that base in that particular position in the 

detected DNA motif. The larger the letter, the more conserved that particular base is in that position 

across instances of the motif, Genes were included in analysis if they met a cutoff of 1.5 fold-change and 

Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value < 0.10. 

 



 

Figure S16. Construct-specific rescue at microsatellite-regulated targets: mut9 data 

A) Schematic depicting workflow used to analyze gene rescue at microsatellite-regulated targets. B) 

Scatterplots depicting construct-specific rescue of genes containing a FLI-bound high affinity ETS site 

within 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of TSS. Data is plotted as log2(FoldChange) of each rescue 

construct on the y-axis against the log2(FoldChange) of regulation by endogenous EWS/FLI on the x-

axis. Dotted lines depict x = 0 and y = 0. Data points in red represent genes whose change in expression 

was significant in both KD and rescue conditions for activated targets. Blue is used for repressed targets. 

Data points in gray indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the KD condition. 

Data points in yellow indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the rescue 

condition. Data points in black indicate genes with no detectable change in expression in these 

experiments. Significance was defined as Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p < 0.05 with no fold-change 

cutoff. Lines of best fit were derived from the linear model only for genes with significant changes in both 

KD and rescue conditions to represent the “volume” of rescued activity. Pearson correlation coefficients 

and their p-values are depicted with the slope from the linear model in the boxed inset. The pie chart inset 

for each panel show the proportion of genes belonging to each functional group for that construct. 

 

  



 

Figure S17. Construct-specific rescue at high affinity ETS-regulated targets: mut9 and DAF-mut9 

data included 

A) Schematic depicting workflow used to analyze gene rescue at direct high affinity ETS targets. B) 

Scatterplots depicting construct-specific rescue of genes containing a FLI-bound high affinity ETS site 

within 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of TSS. Data is plotted as log2(FoldChange) of each rescue 

construct on the y-axis against the log2(FoldChange) of regulation by endogenous EWS/FLI on the x-

axis. Dotted lines depict x = 0 and y = 0. Data points in red represent genes whose change in expression 

was significant in both KD and rescue conditions for activated targets. Blue is used for repressed targets. 

Data points in gray indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the KD condition. 

Data points in yellow indicate genes whose change in expression was significant in only the rescue 

condition. Data points in black indicate genes with no detectable change in expression in these 

experiments. Significance was defined as Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p < 0.05 with no fold-change 

cutoff. Lines of best fit were derived from the linear model only for genes with significant changes in both 

KD and rescue conditions to represent the “volume” of rescued activity. Pearson correlation coefficients 

and their p-values are depicted with the slope from the linear model in the boxed inset. The pie chart inset 

for each panel show the proportion of genes belonging to each functional group for that construct. 



 

Figure S18. Construct-specific rescue at targets regulated from other proximal FLI-bound motifs: 

mut9 and DAF-mut9 data included 

A) Schematic depicting workflow used to analyze gene rescue at other proximal FLI-bound targets. B) 

Scatterplots depicting construct-specific rescue of genes containing a binding site not classified as a 

microsatellite or high affinity site within 5 kb upstream and 1 kb downstream of TSS. Data is plotted as 

log2(FoldChange) of each rescue construct on the y-axis against the log2(FoldChange) of regulation by 

endogenous EWS/FLI on the x-axis. Dotted lines depict x = 0 and y = 0. Data points in red represent 

genes whose change in expression was significant in both KD and rescue conditions for activated targets. 

Blue is used for repressed targets. Data points in gray indicate genes whose change in expression was 

significant in only the KD condition. Data points in yellow indicate genes whose change in expression was 

significant in only the rescue condition. Data points in black indicate genes with no detectable change in 

expression in these experiments. Significance was defined as Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p < 0.05 with 

no fold-change cutoff. Lines of best fit were derived from the linear model only for genes with significant 

changes in both KD and rescue conditions to represent the “volume” of rescued activity. Pearson 

correlation coefficients and their p-values are depicted with the slope from the linear model in the boxed 

inset. The pie chart inset for each panel show the proportion of genes belonging to each functional group 

for that construct. 

 


